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Description:
Finite-state stochastic games combine the stochastic aspects of Markov chains and the
interactive aspects of two-player games. In a traditional view, Markov chains generate a
probability measure over sequences of states (called paths), and questions such as “What
is the probability that a path reaches a given state?” can be solved. In a more recent
view, Markov chains generate a sequence of probability distributions di : Q → [0, 1] over
their state space Q, where di (q) is the probability that the Markov chain is in state q ∈ Q
after i execution steps. This distribution-based view has been considered recently in works
on Markov chains and Markov decision processes (MDPs) [3, 1, 2], as a model of largepopulation systems consisting of several copies of the same process (molecules, sensors,
bacteria, etc.). The dynamics of the system is described by a finite-state stochastic process,
and a distribution di (q) is interpreted as the pourcentage of the population that is in state
q at step i.
In this context, synchronization properties require that the sequence of probability
distributions tends to accumulate all the probability mass in a given set T ⊆ Q of target
states, that is all process instances synchronize in T . They generalize synchronizing properties of finite automata [4]. Different modes of synchronization can be defined, which
require for instance the synchronization to occur once, or infinitely often. The synchronization modes are reminiscent of the traditional reachability, safety, Büchi, and coBüchi
objectives [2].
In this internship (with possible continuation as a phd thesis), we consider stochastic games in the distribution-based view. We are looking for algorithmic solutions and
structural properties of stochastic games where the objective of one of the player is given
by a synchronization property. Several theoretical questions can be investigated and the
solutions and heuristics can possibly lead to prototype implementations.
Expected skills of the student: Knowledge in automata theory, combinatorics, probabilities, and algorithms. Language: French or English.
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